Crack the code

Each of these plants and animals is colourful for a special reason. Draw lines to match the reasons to the right animals.

- To Hide
- To Be Seen
- Food I Eat
- ! To Warn Off!
- To Hunt

Some reasons link to more than one animal.
Answers

**Coral snake:** I am colourful to warn off predators. My bright colours show I am poisonous.

**Peacock:** I am colourful to be seen. I use my colourful tail to attract females.

**Tiger:** I am colourful to hunt. My stripes keep me hidden in long grass so I can sneak up on my prey.

**Flower:** I am colourful to be seen. I am bright so bees can see me and collect my pollen.

**Flamingo:** I am colourful because of the food I eat. Eating shrimp makes me turn pink!

**Poison dart frog:** I am colourful to warn off predators. My bright skin tells them I am poisonous.

**Berries:** I am colourful to be seen. I am red so birds can find me and eat me.

**Caterpillar:** I am colourful to hide. I am green to blend into leaves.